Feedback from Parents after the Spelling Workshop
'It was a wonderful experience to attend such informative workshop especially for parents coming from other
countries where English is not main language and helps us to teacher our children in the correct way.'
'I really enjoyed coming to the workshop and learn a lot about spelling, sounds, words. Thanks for all your support
Montem Academy school is doing very hard work with children'
'It was excellent workshop for parents. Thank you for organising workshop. It will be very useful to teach my
daughter to improve her spelling'
Excellent explanation of the rules. I feel more confident in helping my child in their spelling'
Thanks for good information for spelling. This is important for children to study which I got to know here. Thanks'
'The session was informative and will definitely help me to do some spelling with my daughter. I will definitely use
the tricks I got to know here'
Very informative workshop on spelling taught at school. Very well presented too. Would be good to get this
information earlier in the school year or put on website. Thank you again'
'It was very helpful and really amazing opportunity to learn and understand how to improve child's
spelling. Thanks for this workshop we learnt a lot'
'It was amazing and helpful activity we really learnt a lot in this thanks for support to improve child's spelling
Thank you'
'Very nice information I found here. Thanks'
It was very good. Now I have an idea about how to the teachers teach my children in Montem School. Thank you
for every thing you do. Excellent'
'It's really very nice and informative for myself, with using these strategies. now, I can help my child to spell and
pronounce the phonics as well. Thanks'
'I'm really happy because Montem Academy takes care of the children and works very carefully with them. Thank
you very much. Thanks for helping children and parents.'
'The whole process of explaining about how the teachers are working hard to improve spelling skills in kids was
really impressive and as a parent we are very happy and satisfied with it'
'Happy with all the explanation on how the kids are taught. Very well explained. Happy I was here today.'
'The workshop was very interesting showed how to use the rules - suffix. Also how I could help my child make
words using the chart'
'I am really grateful to Montem Academy to do such a programme. It will help me when I teach my kids. I request
authorities to do for all subjects with parents at least once in a month and give us the latest information which
really helps our kids and teachers to teach.'
'Thanks for inviting us for spelling workshop. I found this workshop very helpful. Now I will be able to help my
children more confidently'
'This workshop was very helpful and easy way to teach kids spelling. Many thanks.'
'Very good spelling today Thank you very much'.

